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Abstract.
Background:
The use of music therapy in healthcare and general wellbeing has become common in many parts
of the world, and is usually supported by clinical validation and supervision [1,2]. In the last
decades, research into music therapy and music medicine has advanced rapidly in step with
advances in music neuroscience, brain imaging, neuroendocrinology and increasingly easy
access to physiological measurements through a new generation of sensors.
X-System algorithms are predicated upon these advances. It is a technology developed by a
private limited company registered with Companies House in Whiteley UK, with a research
facility in Edinburgh. Its co-inventor is one of the authors of this article.
These algorithms are intended to model areas and functions of the brain relating to the
processing of music, in order to predict the differing neurophysiological effects of different
music, and to stream music to achieve desired states of mind and body. Functions of the musical
brain that are modelled include aspects of brainstem processing, for example, turbulence
algorithms at 1Hz and 50Hz, sharpness and volume, aspects of Heschl’s Gyrus including
fundamental detection and harmonicity, auditory cortex-to-amygdala functions including linear
harmonic cost, and stimulation of the motor cortex including beat induction and rhythmicity. XSystem has been able to verify its predictions by both subjective measures and physiological
measures including, heart rate and galvanic skin conductance. However, predictions of valence, a
marker reflecting how positively or negatively aroused or relaxed a listener may be, leading to
predictions of mood and emotion, are important for work in health and wellbeing but have been
difficult to verify physiologically. In this context, Heart Rate Variability (HRV) has proved to be
a very promising way forward. Most previous studies concerned with music and HRV have
focused on analgesic and other effects, e.g. (1); this feasibility study offered the opportunity to
consider effects on musical experience per se. Relaxing music was associated with increased
PSNS activity in cancer survivors [3] and direct vagal stimulation in rats resulted in a significant
increase in survival rate in rats with chronic heart failure [5].
Objectives:

This study had two main objectives
1) Understanding the impact of different types of music on heart rate variability as a
means of understanding the effects on the subject, and
2) Exploring the potentials of the X-System algorithm to predict psycho-physiological
effects of music by comparing the output data to HRV data, and where possible
pointing toward potential future validation, in more substantial studies, of existing
algorithms. Whereas there has been substantial validation of X-System’s capacity
to predict autonomic arousal (e.g. x-system.co.uk , white papers, X-System
experiments overview) the only validation of valence prediction has been
subjective curation.
Methodologies:
Six participants listened to four pre-selected pieces; two “happy” (Hey Ya – OutKast and
Walking on Sunshine – Katrina & the Waves) and two “sad” (Theme of Harry’s Game – Best of
Clannad and Hurt – Johnny Cash), according to internet-sourced popular curations, including
(Rolling Stone; Spotify UK; TimeOut-New York; UpVenue) and one self-selected song in a
random order whilst ECG data was recorded continuously. A five minute relaxation period
followed each song, after participants were asked to fill a valence questionnaire.
The pre-selected songs were analysed by X-system software to predict the effects of songs on the
subjects, with results compared against corresponding HRV data. Ideally a more rigorous model
would have been used to select songs with, for example, differences only within a single XSystem parameter, but this proved incompatible with sourcing the songs from popular internet
mood classifications.
Results:
Results showed that song 4 (happy song), had the largest significant impact on HRV (P=.05), in
particular the total power domain where an average increase of 573.5 ± 835.1 ms2 was seen.
Promising potential relationships were identified between X-System predictions for both arousal
and valence on the one hand and subjective responses of participants on the other. Both arousal
and valence, X-System predictions and subjective rankings linked with HR and HRV rankings
for three out of four songs. In the cases that deviated there appeared to be possible bases for
prediction in X-System analyses
Conclusions:
There were some tentative, identifiable connections between the X-System predictions,
subjective responses and HRV data that suggest that further work should be undertaken, directed
towards improving X-System mood predictions and developing treatments for autonomic and

mood disorders based on music streaming.
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Introduction
In recent years advances in medical science, including for example developments in brain
scanning techniques and research in neurophysiology and neuroendocrinology, have shown that
music may have a significant effects on the human mind and body [5], and in particular on issues
such as well- being and mental health [2,5].
Music interventions have no known negative side effects, and may make a significant
contribution to preventive medicine. The "hard science" has been accompanied by a large
amount of peer-reviewed and frequently replicated quantitative and qualitative research that
demonstrates that the experience and practice of music may significantly support general human
health and well-being, with specific contributions to areas of health care and medicine such as
for example coronary care [6,7], cancer care [8,9], pre-and postnatal care [10,11], the care of
children [12,13], care of the elderly [14,15], neurological disorders [13,16], medical procedures
[18,19], intensive care [19,20], surgery [21,22], pain management [23,24], psychiatry [25, 26]
and mental health [27,28].
Improvements to the X-System technology, and increases in the capacity for predicting valence
and related issues such as mood through study of Heart Rate Variability (HRV) data would be of
benefit to all of these interventions.
Heart Rate Variability
HRV is a measurement calculated on the variation of time in milliseconds between the
corresponding points in two consecutive heartbeats. This physiological variation is influenced by
the two branches of the autonomic nervous system (ANS), the sympathetic and the
parasympathetic nervous systems (SNS and PSNS). Research has established that HRV can be
used as a robust marker of cardiac ANS input [29, 30 and 31]. A decrease in variability is
suggestive of an up regulation of the SNS [32, 33], which is described as a fight-or- flight
response or hyper-arousal. This particular response causes the body to speed up, tense up and
become alert whilst shutting down functions in the body that are not essential for survival. Other
ANS responses include an increase in heart rate, dilation of bronchial tubes in the lungs and of

the pupils in the eyes etc. [34]. An increase in variability suggests an up regulation of the PSNS,
typically known as the rest-and-digest response [35]. This particular response induces a calm
state of the body by decreasing the heart rate, constricting of the pupil of the eyes and relaxation
of neck muscles amongst other physiological changes [34].
HRV is a good marker of the emotional state [36] and mental state [37] of individuals and is also
a good measure of performance anxiety [38]. In turn, HRV has been shown to be significantly
impacted by music, not only in humans [39], but also in rodents [40], more specifically relaxing
music was associated with increased PSNS activity in cancer survivors [3]. Furthermore
increases in PSNS activity via direct vagal stimulation in rats resulted in a significant increase in
survival rate in rats with chronic heart failure [4], suggesting that relaxing music therapy would
also positively impact mortality and morbidity in individuals with cardiac conditions.

X-System
X-System is an innovative computational approach to the automatic categorisation of music of
all human cultures and other sound sources, by its effects on the human mind and body. These
effects may include modulation and regulation of emotion (in particular arousal), mood, bodily
movement and autonomic and endocrine response. The automatic categorisation process is based
on the Innate Neurophysiological Response to Music model (INRM, [13]). The model is
concerned primarily with low and mid-brain processing of music in areas where responses are
largely innate and "universal".
The INRM model tracks the pathway of neurophysiological response to sound and music from
the cochlea to the primal acoustic and musical processing areas of the auditory brainstem and
then on to the convergence of musical and emotional responses in the midbrain. It continues with
the recruitment of the premotor cortex and other organs in the response to rhythm and traces
detailed pitch and rhythmic analysis in the temporal lobes. INRM finally follows these cortical
and subcortical neural pathways to the musical/ emotional centres of the limbic system, and
onwards to activation of the autonomic nervous system and pathways related to
neurotransmission and endocrine release.
X-System algorithms are based both directly and indirectly on these biological processes, and
include cochlear modelling (the basilar membrane), turbulence, volume and sharpness (auditory
brainstem and limbic response cf [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47], fundamental detection and harmonicity
(Heschl's gyrus and related limbic systems cf [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53], rhythmicity, including
autocorrelation (premotor cortex and temporal lobes cf [13, 54, 55, 56,]. These models are
constantly tested and refined by linear regressions and neural network processing related to both
subjective/psychometric and physiological data.

X-System categorisations derived from INRM analysis may be used to stream music to listeners
in sequences designed to entrain emotion, mood, movement and general neurophysiological
state.

Methods
Ethical Approval
The study was approved by the faculty of Engineering and Environment ethics committee of the
University Of Northumbria University at Newcastle and participants signed informed consent
forms.
Recruitment
Six participants (three males and three females, average age of 41.33 ±18.60) were used in this
pilot study. Three of the participants were born in England (2 males and 1 Female), one from
South Africa (Male), one from Bulgaria (Female) and finally one from China (Female). In initial
screening, five participants had declared they had listened to music daily and one participants
listened once a week. Participants were asked not to consume any stimulants such as caffeine
(energy drinks or coffee) and tobacco for three hours prior to HRV data collection. Such
substances affect the functioning of the ANS [57, 58] and resulting in inaccurate and unreliable
data
Experimental Design
After participants arrived at the research facility, they were made aware of the full nature of the
study and were asked to sign consent forms. Once this was complete, participants were given a
demonstration of how to attach the electrocardiogram (ECG) device.
One continuous ECG signal was taken from participants, from which HRV was calculated. To
begin with, a 7-minute period was recorded where the participants were seated and at rest. This
initial recording was used as a resting state HRV.
Following this, participants were played four preselected songs and one song of their own choice
(asked to choose a song that would make them happy) in a random order. Once each song
finished, there was a 5-minute ‘wash out period’ between songs to help ameliorate the order
effect and allows psychophysiological measures to return to baseline [59] and participants were
asked to fill out the Valence questionnaires. This questionnaire included six questions relating to
how happy, sad, excited and relaxing the song made them feel and the song was.
The following songs were selected for this study. They are well-known pop songs. Two of the
songs are considered ‘happy’ and two of the songs ‘sad’. These judgements were based on
internet searches of commercial music industry categorisations and curations – and not on
scientifically gathered subjective or physiological data.

Table 1: The pre-selected songs to be used in the study. They were picked based on happy or sad songs found in the top 100 list.
It was noted that song one was more than a minute shorter than the other songs. This could have affected the HRV and subjective
valence scores at the end of the song.
Song

Title - Artist

Length

Genre

1

Theme of Harry’s Game –
Best of Clannad

02:27

New Age

2

Hey Ya – OutKast

03:55

Rap & Hip-Hop

3

Hurt – Johnny Cash

03:38

Country

4

Walking on Sunshine –
Katrina & the Waves

03:40

Alternative Rock

ECG Signal Acquisition
The ECG data was recorded using an eMotion Faros 360 device produced by Bittium Biosignals.
It is an advanced tool for monitoring ECG, accelerometer, respiration etc. data. For this research,
a 1000 Hz sampling rate was used, a clinical research standard sampling rate. The ECG signal
was measured by heart rate strap placed around the chest of the individual. The electrodes of the
faros device detect electrical impulses produced by the heart each time it beats. These electrical
impulses spread across the heart causing it to contract.
Data Cleaning
As most physiological data is prone to artefacts e.g. movement, the data was cleaned manually
using an approved process, which consists of averaging the artefact based on the predecessor and
successor data [25].
Data Processing
The data was processed through Kubios HRV 2.0. Kubios is a medical technology company
focusing on software and algorithms development for medical signal analysis. Kubios HRV
software is a scientific tool for HRV analysis. The software is suitable for clinical and public
health researchers, professionals working on human or animal wellbeing, or sports enthusiasts.
Kubios HRV was developed by an experienced team of medical physicists from Kuopio, Finland.
Once the data is inputted into Kubios, a smooth trending analysis is added. Kubios allows you to
select a specific time window for detailed analysis.
For the resting state HRV analysis, the first two minutes of the signal was disregarded. The
following five-minute period, minutes’ two to seven, was used for the analysis. It is inappropriate
to compare HRV measures with differing time lengths [30, 60]. The 5-minute relaxation period
between each song was also selected for analysis.
Data Analysis

The Kubios software creates a multi analysis report that includes parametric and non- parametric
measures as outputs. Some of the options available for analysis include frequency-domain, timedomain and non-linear analysis. The digital signal is processed using Fast Fourier transform
(FFT) methods and parametric methods in live with autoregressive time series modelling. For
this study, two main types of analysis are of interest: 1) Time-Domain Results and 2) FrequencyDomain Results.
Time Domain Results
The table below shows the parameters that are produced within the time-domain results. As this
study uses short sampling times (5 minutes) rather than 24-hour recordings the values of most
significance include R-R interval (R-R), the standard deviation of the R-R intervals (SDNN),
Mean HR, and the root mean square of successive differences (RMSSD). These measures are the
most accurate when working with short term HRV recordings [30, 60].
Frequency Domain Results
Low Frequency (LF) 0.04-0.15 Hz and High Frequency (HF) 0.15 – 0.4Hz band power values
were most appropriate for this research. Total Power is the sum of LF power and HF power and
is used to identify the changes in variability. These values can also be used as markers of the
relative impact of SNS and PSNS activity on the heart.
The power in the HF band is considered to be a marker of cardiac vagal tone that can be
modulated by breathing [60], whereas power in the LF band is considered to be a marker of the
impact that baroreflex feedback [61], as well as deep slow breathing [38], has on cardiac vagal
tone.
Statistical Analysis
Matlab 2015a and SPSS was used for the statistical analysis of the data. To determine if changes
were significant between measurements, paired-sample t-tests were performed as they are
suitable to compare means using smaller datasets, between resting state HRV data and data
collected during each song. A t-test was also completed to determine the significance between
resting state HRV values and averages of both happy and sad songs. The use of the t-test required
four assumptions to be true; (1) the dependent variable is measured on a continuous scale, (2)
independent variable consist of two categorical, ‘related groups’ or ‘matched pairs’, (3) no
significant outliers between the two related groups and; (4) data is normally distributed.
Providing all four assumptions are met, the paired t-test can be used to identify if changes
between data are significant [62, 63].
X-System

Tracks in MP3 format were uploaded to X-System’s webapp Analyser. The various metric of the
analyser may be combined together to produce a single number estimating where a piece of
music lies on the arousal scale from relaxing to exciting. The formula used to perform this
combination is not in the public domain, but is understood to be derived from experimental data.
Table 2. Provides a definition of some of the variables in the X-System analyser
Variable
Sharpness

Definition
Sharpness is calculated as the weighted mean of the spectrum, and expressed in
Hz. It establishes and quantifies the extent to which the audio contains relatively
more power in the higher or lower frequencies.

Harmonicity The harmonicity of a musical moment may arise from both the harmonics
produced by each instrument, and the harmony produced by the simultaneous
playing of multiple instruments. Additionally, harmonicity will be reduced by
the presence of non-harmonic content. The algorithm embraces all of these
considerations.
L i n e a r Linear harmonic cost arises from time slices whose fundamental frequency
h a r m o n i c differs from that of the previous slice. It is measure of how disruptive the change
cost
in harmonicity is over time, such that the higher the harmonicity of the music the
lower the linear harmonic cost
Turbulence

Turbulence measures the rate of change of the audio spectrum and can be
calculated on different time scales to capture different musical features.

Rhythmicity Most rhythmic events correspond to the onset of a note, such onsets cause peaks
in the turbulence measure. For the sound to be perceived as rhythmic, the onsets
must be repeated in a regularly-spaced pattern. The rhythmicity algorithm
detects such patterns.
Volume

Volume is an index of the intensity of the sound: the energy in sound waves
measured in Decibels.

NAI

This is the Net (Linear) Arousal Index – the prediction of the level of autonomic
arousal a given trach is likely to engender in the listener. This is calculated by
combination of the above parameters derived from linear regression using HR
and subjective data

NNAI

The Neural Net Arousal Index is generated by neural net processing of
parameters values, HR and subjective data

NNVI

The Neural Net Valence Index is generated by neural net processing of
parameter values and subjective data. It is currently an experimental measure; it
is anticipated that in the future, HRV will play an important past in generating
NNVI values.

Results
Principal Results
From the physiological evidence gathered in this study, it can be concluded that music can have a
direct and varying effect on the physiology of the listener.
Table 3: Average resting state HRV and HRV results for all participants
HRV Marker

Resting
state
HRV

Sad 1

Happy
1

Sad 2

Happy
2

SelfSelected

Mean RR(ms)

852.77

879.50

885.53

875.47

869.23

877.57

SDNN (ms)

24.00

31.78

31.92

34.85

32.18

32.02

Mean HR (1/min)

71.91

69.43

69.06

69.53

69.79

69.19

RMSSD (ms)

20.23

27.12

26.17

27.38

26.20

24.93

LF (0.04 0.15Hz)

389

601

674

841

845

602

HF(0.15 - 0.4
Hz)

202

303

288

309

320

242

Total Power

591

904

962

1150

1165

844

Time-Domain
Results

Frequency-Domain
Results

AR Analysis

Table 4: Resting state HRV and average change after each song. (Average after each song minus
average resting state HRV)
HRV Marker

Resting
state HRV

Sad 1

Happy 1

Sad 2

Happy 2

SelfSelected

Mean RR(ms)

852.77

26.73

32.77

22.70

16.47

24.80

SDNN (ms)

24.00

7.78

7.92

10.85

8.18

8.02

Time-Domain
Results

Mean HR (1/min)

71.91

-2.47

-2.85

-2.38

-2.12

-2.72

RMSSD (ms)

20.23

6.88

5.93

7.15

5.97

4.70

LF (0.04 0.15Hz)

389

212

285

451

456

213

HF(0.15 - 0.4 Hz)

202

102

87

108

118

40

Total Power

591

313

371

559

574

253

Frequency-Domain
Results

AR Analysis

Significance Testing
To complete significance testing, the first step was to assure that the data met the assumptions
required for using the t-test. Baseline, average change in total power in song 3, song 4 and song 5
all met the assumptions including normal distribution of data, results from Shapiro-Wilk test p
value = 0.1440, 0.1950, 0.0670 and 0.2390 respectively. Song 1 and song 2 did not show
normally distributed data, therefore to compare means between the datasets, Wilcoxon RankSum test was use. A value smaller than 0.05 reflects that the changes in mean are significant.
Significant changes were identified between baseline vs song 2 (p = 0.046), baseline vs song 3 (p
= 0.026) and baseline vs song 5 (p = 0.001).
Valence Questionnaire
Table 5: The table shows the average valence response of participants per song.
Question

Sad 1

Happy 1

Sad 2

Happy 2

Self-selected

How happy
does the song
make you feel

5

5

5

5

8

How happy do
you think this
song is?

4

6

3

7

7

How sad does
the song
make you feel

5

5

6

3

3

How sad do
you think the
song is?

4

3

5

3

2

How excited
does the song
make you feel

3

5

5

5

6

How exciting
do you think
the song is?

3

7

4

6

6

How relaxing
does the song
make you feel

6

4

4

3

6

How relaxing
did this song
make you
feel?

6

4

5

3

7

X-System Analysis
The principal results of analysis by X-system of four songs in terms of predicted autonomic
change, moment by moment were as follows:

Figure 1: Sharpness analysis of Harry’s Game

Figure 2: Harmonicity analysis of Harry’s Game

Figure 3: Linear Harmonic Cost analysis of Harry’s Game

Figure 4: 1Hz turbulence analysis of Harry’s Game

Figure 5: 50Hz turbulence analysis of Harry’s Game

Figure 6: Rhythmicity analysis of Harry’s Game

Figure 7: Volume analysis of Harry’s Game

Figure 8: Net Arousal Index analysis of Harry’s Game

Figure 9: Neural Net Arousal analysis of Harry’s Game

Figure10: Neural Net Valance analysis of Harry’s Game

Figure 11: Sharpness analysis of Hey Ya

Figure 12: Harmonicity analysis of Hey Ya

Figure 13: Linear Harmonic Cost analysis of Hey Ya

Figure 14: 1Hz Turbulence analysis of Hey Ya

Figure 15: 50 Hz Turbulence analysis of Hey Ya

Figure 16: Rhythmicity analysis of Hey Ya

Figure 17: Volume analysis of Hey Ya

Figure 18: Neural Arousal Index analysis of Hey Ya

Figure 19: Neural Net Arousal Index analysis of Hey Ya

Figure 21: Sharpness analysis of Hurt

Figure 22: Harmonicity analysis of Hurt
Figure 23: Linear Harmonic cost analysis of Hurt

Figure 24: 1 Hz Turbulence analysis of Hurt

Figure 25: 50 Hz analysis of Hurt

Figure 26: Rhythmicity analysis of Hurt

Figure 27: Volume analysis of Hurt

Figure 28: Net Arousal Index analysis of Hurt

Figure 29: Neural Net Arousal Index analysis of Hurt

Figure 30: Neural Net Valence Index analysis of Hurt

Figure 31: Sharpness analysis of Walking on Sunshine

Figure 32: Harmonicity analysis of Walking on Sunshine

Figure 33: Linear Harmonic Cost analysis of Walking on Sunshine

Figure 34: 1 Hz Turbulence analysis of Walking on Sunshine

Figure 35: 50 Hz Turbulence analysis of Walking on Sunshine

Figure 36: Rhythmicity analysis of Walking on Sunshine

Figure 37: Linear Harmonic Cost analysis of Walking on Sunshine

Figure 38: Neural Arousal Index analysis of Walking on Sunshine

Figure 39: Neural Net Arousal Index analysis of Walking on Sunshine

Figure 40: Neural Net Valence Index analysis of Walking on Sunshine

Discussion
Principal Results
In this feasibility study, different types of music had a direct impact on HRV, suggesting
upregulated PSNS activation of the heart. Significant changes were seen across all songs when
compared to Resting state HRV values. Averaged results collected after each song showed that

there was an increase in variability, identified by the total power (ms2) and an average decrease in
Heart Rate. This shows that there was a suppression of sympathetic cardiac activity and an
upregulation of parasympathetic drive to the heart resulting in the participants feeling more
relaxed.
Average change by song
Song 4 (Walking on Sunshine), a happy song had the biggest effect on HRV. This particular song
showed the largest average change in total power 1164.50 ±835.06 ms2, an indicator high and
low frequency vagal drive to the heart. In further detail, there was an average increase in LF by
451ms2 and an increase in HF by 108 ms2. The LF component of the cardiac spectrogram is a
marker of low frequency vagal activity mediated via the baroreflex rather than via spontaneous
breathing rate modulation. Further to the changes in the frequency spectrum, the music also
resulted in heart rate decrease of 2.12 bts/min. This provides further evidence that a cardiac
relaxation response was evoked by the music.
Song 3 (Hurt) had the second biggest impact on HRV. Although this was classified as a sad song,
results showed there was an upregulation of PSNS system activity and a suppression of
sympathetic activity indicative of a relaxation response. An increase by 559 ms2 in total power,
with an increase in low frequency by 451 ms2 and increase in high frequency by 108 ms2 was
seen whilst there was an average decrease in the heart rate by -2.38 bts/min.
It was anticipated that song 5, a self-selected song, would have the largest effect on HRV. The
results showed that this song on average had the least effect on HRV. Participants were asked to
choose a relaxing song and this was reflected in the data. These songs varied in tempo, pitch and
key that varied the outcome results. Importantly, participants may have had pre-association with
these songs stimulating emotional responses that will have directly influenced the data.
Figure 41: This plot shows the change in the total power measured between each song. The songs
were played in a random order to avoid the order effect. A change in total power is indicative of
changes in ANS.

Happy Vs Sad
Results show that both the happy and sad songs were associated with significant changes in
physiological measures. In this study, the X-System predictions (table 8) and subjective rankings
of valence linked to HRV data in three out of four songs. It should be noted that songs were
categorised as “happy” or “sad” by internet searches of commercial music categorisations and
curations. These judgments are often based on the words of the songs and on associated
semiotics, and not on attempted predictions of musical response. For example, Johnny Cash’s
Hurt is categorised as “sad”. This is suggested by the title and by the associations of the song
with drug taking ‘I hurt myself today
To see if I still feel
I focus on the pain
The only thing that's real’
However, the Chorus is more defiant, and almost dismissive
‘What have I become
My sweetest friend
Everyone I know goes away
In the end’
In addition, the music is ironically bright, with X-System predictions of high 50k turbulence and
low harmonic cost associated with positive valence (see below).

X-System and HRV Relationships
The relationship between X-System predictions for autonomic arousal and valence and HR and
HRV data are as follows:
Arousal
The X-System net arousal prediction compares well with subjective rankings of participants
relating to arousal and counterarousal (Table 6). Here, the scores for both excitement and
relaxation and “feeling” and “thinking” have been combined for simplicity in a single measure.
The feature of sharpness related theoretically to brainstem modelling and to the generation of
arousal signals to the amygdala links well with the subjective rankings, similar to rhythmicity,
the modelling of power, salience, density of activity and tempo in the pre-motor and motor
cortex. Harmonicity, the modelling of aspects of Heschl’s’ Gyrus and its connectivity to limbic
systems also links to a certain extent with predictions (except for the 0.09 figure for song 4). A
decrease in harmonicity may indicate an increase in arousal; it may also have implications for
valence, but not, it appears, in this case.

Table 6: Relationship between HRV data, in particular, heart rate means with both subjective and
x-system predicted arousal
Song

Combined
subjective
excitement
Relaxation
Mean

Heart
Rate
Mean

X-System
sharpness

X-System
turbulence
(50Hz)

X-System
rhythmicity

X-System
harmonicity

XSystem
arousal

Song 1
(“Sad”)
Harry’s
Game

3.5

69.43

1457

0.16

0.26

0.24

0.33

Song 3
(“Sad”) Hurt

5

69.53

1639

0.37

0.27

0.19

0.43

Song 2
(“Happy”)
Hey Ya

6

69.06

2036

0.30

0.32

0.08

0.81

Song 4
(“Happy”)
Walking on
Sunshine

6.25

69.79

2200

0.29

0.38

0.09

0.87

The mean HR ranking, the simplest and most direct single measure of autonomic arousal and
counterarousal, alings with these subjective and predictive rankings in three out of the four

songs. However, Hey Ya has a lower mean HR than predicted or subjectively ranked. This
potential anomaly is reflected to some extent in 50Hz turbulence, another brainstem model
theoretically related to amygdala activation.

HRV/Valence/Vagal power
Here the X-System valence prediction differs from the combined subjective valence mean in its
ranking of songs 1 and 3. Nevertheless, both relate with HRV total power and delta SDNN in
three out of the four rankings (Table 7). The exception is song number 3, Hurt. Interestingly the
X-System linear harmonic cost prediction, the modelling of the effect of note-by-note changes on
the limbic system, aligns well with the HRV ranking, especially with the inverse of the time
domain marker of vagal activity, SDNN. In addition, 1Hz turbulence, another brainstem-toamygdala modelling reflecting the equivalent of HRV in moment-by-moment musical
expression, predicts an exceptionally strong variability for song 3, Hurt. As noted above, ‘Hurt’
may not in fact be a “sad” song in the musical neurophysiological sense.

Table 7: Relationship between HRV data, in particular, SDNN and total power with X-System
valence predictions.

Song

Increase from
Resting state
HRV: SDNN

HRV total
Power

X-System
turbulence
(1Hz)

X-System linear
harmonic cost

X-System valence
prediction

Song 1 (“Sad”)
Harry’s Game

7.78

313

0.42

1.15

0.53

Song 3 (“Sad”)
Hurt

10.85

559

0.80

0.43

0.54

Song 2 (“Happy”)
Hey Ya

7.92

371

0.27

1.05

0.58

Song 4 (“Happy”)
Walking on
Sunshine

8.18

574

0.31

0.69

0.59

The feasibility study has demonstrated the identifiable connections between X-System
predictions, subjective responses and HRV data. Although, further testing is still required, this
research can have a profound impact in mental health. Typically, individuals who suffer from
trauma or pain have increased SNS activation. Using music therapy, with the help of predictions
of the psycho-physiological effects, specific music can be played to increase a PSNS activation
(i.e. vagal response), thus inducing a relaxation response.
Limitations
Owing to the nature and the time scale of this initial feasibility study, there were a number of
limitations. One significant limitation includes the number of participants. Future research
studies should include larger number of participants and can be verified in difference
populations.
Song Choice: For this research, well-known pop songs were used. This creates a problem since
with well-known songs; individuals may have pre-attachments or associations, which could
trigger an emotional reaction. For example if a sad song reminds the individual of a happy
memory, this could trigger a happy emotional response. This will giving misleading data. In
future research, songs from different backgrounds may be used to avoid this problem.
Song Categorisation: As discussed, the current songs were categorised from commercial music
industry sources. In future, there will be the option of subjective categorisation prior to the
experiment or X-System predictions.
Song Length: The five songs used in this research were varying in length. Future research
protocols should standardise each song length to improve reliability.
Conclusions
From the physiological evidence gathered in this study, it can be concluded that music has a

direct and varying effect on the physiology of the listener. In the cases of both arousal and
valence/linear harmonic cost, X-System predictions and subjective rankings aligned with HR and
HRV rankings for three out of four songs. In the cases that deviated there appeared to be possible
bases for prediction in X-System analyses related to relevant “features”, or models of musical
brain function. There are therefore some identifiable relationships between X-System
predictions, subjective responses and HRV data that suggest that further work should be
undertaken, directed towards improving X-System mood predictions and developing treatments
for autonomic and mood disorders based on music streaming. Such treatments would offer low
cost interventions for health services with very low risk of side effects
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